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DYEMANSION STRENGTHENS MARKET POSITION IN THE ASIANPACIFIC REGION WITH FIRST AUTHORIZED RESELLER IN CHINA

LTR: Kai Witter, Chief Customer Officer (DyeMansion), Ziqiang Liu, CEO (YUNS),
Jingyi Yuan-Steiner, Director APAC (DyeMansion) at the DyeMansion HQ in Germany

After initial activities in the APAC region, DyeMansion, world market
leader in Additive Manufacturing finishing systems expands global
partner network by appointing YUNS as their first authorized reseller in
China. Together, DyeMansion and YUNS will be exhibiting at TCT
Shenzhen 2019 and are able to serve customers locally in China’s two
fastest growing 3D-printing regions as of now.
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12.08.19 Munich – The common goal of YUNS and DyeMansion is clear: Bringing
proper industrial 3D-printing technology and knowledge to the world’s largest
manufacturing hub in order to increase the number of AM applications and to be
able to serve customers locally.
“We are excited to announce YUNS as our first authorized reseller in China. China is
the largest manufacturing hub in the world with strong market potential. Together
with YUNS, we will collaborate with our Chinese customers to unlock more benefits
of Additive Manufacturing by identifying increased applications across different
industries.”, says Jingyi Yuan-Steiner, Director APAC at DyeMansion

OFFERING A COMPREHENSIVE AM VALUE CHAIN TO THE CHINESE MARKET TO
INCREASE THE NUMBER OF 3D-PRINTED PRODUCTS
Enabling high-value applications with industrial 3D-printing in China is only possible
by considering the complete AM value chain and getting involved in the local
circumstances. The ability to offer all proper equipment needed locally is a huge
market accelerator and premise, therefore. DyeMansion technology covers all postprocessing steps after the part production itself and plays a crucial role when it
comes to fine tuning and adding value to 3D-printed plastics. By extending their
portfolio with the DyeMansion post-processing equipment, YUNS will be able to
offer Chinese customers a comprehensive end-to-end solution for producing highquality products with Additive Manufacturing as of now.
“As a supplier of the whole 3D-printing industry chain, YUNS is very honored to be
the first reseller of DyeMansion in China. We will cooperate fully with DyeMansion
to provide a complete set of 3D-printing post-processing solutions for Chinese
customers. In the Chinese market, we will develop more applications with our
customers.”, says Ziqiang Liu, CEO at YUNS

PROVIDING LOCAL CUSTOMER SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN CHINA’S
FASTEST GROWING 3D-PRINTING REGIONS
Two DyeMansion Print-to-Product workflows, including a DyeMansion Powershot C
for powder removal, a DyeMansion Powershot S for mechanical surface treatment
(PolyShot Surfacing) and a DM60 coloring system will be installed onsite in China’s
fastest growing 3D-printing regions around Shanghai and Shenzhen. After a
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detailed technical training, YUNS is not only a certified DyeMansion reseller and
able to operate with the systems but has also the ability to provide technical
service & customer support, such as installation, troubleshooting and maintenance
in China.

The YUNS team during their technical certification training at the DyeMansion HQ in Germany

TCT SHENZHEN 2019
After participating at this year’s TCT Asia in Shanghai, DyeMansion will continue
exhibiting in China at TCT Shenzhen. The upcoming TCT Shenzhen 2019 that takes
place from October 15 to 17 in South China’s booming manufacturing metropole
Shenzhen will be the first shared show of both DyeMansion and YUNS. The show
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brings together dozens of exhibiting countries from all over the globe and expects
more than 6000 visitors. At booth A16, DyeMansion will exhibit various 3D-printed
products as well as their finishing and color options, including the brand-new
VaporFuse Surfacing (VFS), a chemical finishing technology that achieves smooth
and glossy surfaces that can rival with injection molded parts.
Watch the Chinese Knot video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RitricUxeSo

DYEMANSION ON WECHAT
Besides the existing social media channels LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and
Youtube, as of today, DyeMansion is also present on WeChat for Chinese
customers.

ABOUT DYEMANSION
The Munich-based company was founded in 2015 and offers a variety of highvolume finishing systems for an easy Print-to-Product workflow that transforms
raw, 3D-printed parts into high-value consumer and industrial products. With the
ability to provide precision coloring and finish to the most exact specifications,
DyeMansion technology is already trusted by more than 600 customers worldwide,
including leading global manufacturers in diverse industries, such as eyewear,
automotive, retail, medical, and sports equipment. That’s why DyeMansion has
quickly established itself as the global leader in Additive Manufacturing finishing
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systems. DyeMansion technologies complement all major powder bed fusion (SLS,
MJF/HSS) 3D-printing systems.
Website: www.dyemansion.com

ABOUT YUNS
Beijing YUNS Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 2015, headquartered in Beijing. It
is a certified high-tech enterprise focusing on additive manufacturing and 3D
digitalization solutions. In 2019, YUNS became the first distribution agency of
DyeMansion in China, and introduced the advanced 3D printing post-processing
technology into China.

Website: www.chinayuns.com
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